
   

 
 

Week 3 
 

Day 1 
Jesus didn't only come to forgive our sin. He came to show us how to live. One of the many 
things we see in his example is the importance of prayer in our lives. It might be ironic that I 
am writing about prayer, because it is not yet a strong point in my life.... No, that's not true. 
I'm not just weak at it; I'm really terrible at it. We want to live like Christ, but it’s a foolish 
and destructive impulse to compare our faltering walks with Christ to his perfect example, 
there is always a next step for us to take in living like Christ.  
So today, make it your goal to cut yourself some slack because you don't pray the way you 
think you should. Instead, identify a step you can take in your prayer life, and commit to 
working that step throughout the day and the rest of this week.  
Reflect on Psalm 66: 19-20,, “but God has surely listened and has heard my prayer.  Praise 
be to God, who has not rejected my prayer or withheld his love from me!” 
 
Thought for the day: Living like Christ is the goal and journey I am on, not the expected end 
to God’s transformation in me today.  
 
Day 2 
“Very early in the morning, while it was still dark, Jesus got up, left the house and went off to 
a solitary place, where he prayed” Mark 1:35 
Oh great. So if I am going to have a productive prayer life, I have to get up early in the 
morning? Well, not necessarily. In Matthew 6:18 Jesus tells us we should always pray and 
not give up. I Thessalonians 5:17 says we should pray continually.  
What does it mean to “pray continually”? Have you ever found yourself uttering a sentence 
or thought to God as you walk through your day? Could this be a part of what Jesus is 
talking about? What steps could you take to further develop this?   
Prayer is not necessarily an event. Any time we turn our thoughts to God we are praying. 
Ever marveled at the power of a rainstorm and wondered how God made such a thing? 
That’s prayer. Ever watched an unfolding tragedy on the evening news and hoped God 
would bring relief to that situation? That’s prayer.  
 
If our understanding of prayer is an intentional time of kneeling in conversation with God, 
consider the more frequent circumstances where you simply turn your attention to 
reflecting on the creator. When viewed in this light, do you find you are already praying 
more than you thought you were? Do you think it is easier to engage in this kind of prayer 
and worship when done less as a specific event and more as a natural outgrowth of your 
moment-by-moment living? The casual, moment-by-moment impromptu 
conversations/prayers can create a mindfulness of God’s presence with us in such a way 
that it becomes an ongoing conversation that we flow in and out of throughout our day.   
 
Thought for the day: Prayer is not necessarily an event. Today notice, reflect on, and 
cultivate this ongoing moment-by-moment conversation with God.  
 
Day 3 
How do we pray when we don’t know what to pray? 
Look back at day 2 of this week’s devotional. If prayer can be simply expressing our 

moment-by-moment thoughts to God, then we are relieved from having to order those 
thoughts into a specific articulation. When we feel awe, confusion, love, anger, or numerous 
other potentially confusing emotions, it can be impossible to verbalize these even to 
ourselves. Romans 8:26 Provides encouragement and help in those times. Consider the 
intimacy of being able to simply reveal your heart to God without any ability to understand 
it yourself, and knowing God knows exactly what you mean. This is a beautiful expression of 
faith, love, trust, and hope which actually turns our inability to know what to pray into a 
beautiful Spirit lead prayer. 
Pray: Father, thank you for knowing my heart. Thank you that at times when I find myself 
unable to find the words to pour out to you, your Spirit gives voice to my thoughts and 
emotions.  
 
Thought for the day: The Holy Spirit helps me to articulate my thoughts at times when I am 
overwhelmed and unable to find words.  
 
Day 4 
When we pursue prayer as a specific event—a time of intentional focus where we engage 
our minds and hearts with God’s—we universally bring our requests to him in a reflection of 
Philippians 4:6 (“Do not be anxious about anything, but in every situation, by prayer and 
petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to God.”)  
 
It is right and good to do this. However, sometimes we may find ourselves believing God has 
not answered our prayers. Is this because we do not believe “No” is one of the ways God is 
allowed to answer? Is anything besides a positive granting of our desires a non-answer?  
Consider James 4:3: “You ask and do not receive, because you ask wrongly, to spend it on 
your passions.” We spend a lot of time asking God to change circumstances, when many 
times God seems more interested in changing us. Consider the times you have prayed and 
seemingly gotten no response to your requests. How often might these times be occasions 
when God is working on changing you instead of fulfilling your desire as you have expressed 
it? Are you willing to receive God’s answer when it isn’t the one you have in mind? Are you 
open to God changing your heart, your intentions, and your desires to align with His?   
Thought for the day: Sometimes God is more interested in changing me than in answering 
my prayers as I have imagined those answers. 
 
Day 5 
What happens when we pray? Ultimately, when we pray, we learn about ourselves—what is 
important to us. Depending on God’s answers to our prayers, we also learn about our own 
expectations of prayer and our perceptions of how life should be. Through prayer we begin 
to perceive what God expects from us, and who God is leading us to become. In this way, 
prayer becomes a transforming discipline, invaluable to us becoming someone who loves 
God and others, learns God’s word and lives like Jesus. Through prayer we may come to 
understand what God desires of us in our attitudes, thoughts, and perspectives. 
Pray: Father lead me to become someone who loves you and others, who takes on your 
perspective and begins to think, feel, and act like Jesus.  
 
Thought for today: Prayer is one tool God uses to show me who I could become. 
 
 


